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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the Cauchy Problem for the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation 
ut + F(Vu) = 0, x E W, t > 0, and Vu = grad, u, (1) 
from the point of view of the theory of semigroups of nonlinear transforma- 
tions, In [2], Crandall studied the Cauchy Problem for the quasilinear 
equation 
XEIIP and t > 0, (2) 
from a semigroup point of view. He constructed a semigroup of contractions 
in Li(W) and showed that for initial data in La(W) n Ll(W), the semigroup 
gave generalized solutions in the sense of Kruikov [9]. 
For n = 1, Aizawa [l] constructed a semigroup of contractions in Lm( W) 
on the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions on R. Under 
the assumption of L1 continuity of the derivative of the initial data, he was 
able to show the solution obtained was also a solution in the sense of 
Kruikov [8]. 
It is well known that in order to have uniqueness for (1) or (2) restrictions 
must be placed on the possible solutions. For (2) Kruikov [9] proved unique 
dependence upon initial data for solutions satisfying a certain condition 
which generalized the “entropy condition” of Oleinik [I I]. He showed 
existence of such a solution as the limit of solutions of the parabolic equation 
n 
ut + 2 (4i(u))zi - e Au = 0, 
i=l 
as E --f 0. For his uniqueness, he required only that the &‘s be Cl. 
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For the Hamilton- Jacobi equation, a condition guaranteeing uniqueness 
is not known for such arbitrary F. However, for convex F, Kruikov [7] 
and Douglis [5] have shown that a multi-dimensional analog of Oleinik’s 
“entropy condition” guarantees uniqueness. Douglis called functions 
satisfying this condition “semi-concave.” Kruikov constructed “semi- 
concave” solutions to (1) as the limit of solutions to the equation 
u,+F(Vu)-cAu=O, (4) 
as E --f 0. Douglis used a differential difference scheme to construct his 
“semi-concave” solutions. 
In this paper we consider the Cauchy Problem for (1) where F is convex. 
We define a subspace of the “semi-concave” functions as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K > 0. Define B(K) = {u ~L~(iliP) 111 u Ilrn < K, 
for every 1 E (w”, / u(x + Z) - U(X)] < K j I I and u(x + 1) - 2u(x) + 
u(x - 1) < K j Z I2 for x E R”}. 
For each K, we define an operator in B(K) to be F(Vu) and show that the 
closure of this operator will satisfy the assumptions of the Crandall-Liggett 
theorem [4]. In studying this operator, we make the general observation 
that to check whether an operator is accretive, it suffices to check small 
values of X. We show, by taking the union of the above operators over K, 
we get an operator that generates a semigroup on the space of bounded 
uniformly continuous functions on Iw n. We show that this semigroup leaves 
every B(K) invariant and for initial data in any B(K), the semigroup satisfies 
(1) a.e. 
This paper has seven sections. Section 2 makes some observations con- 
cerning B(K) and states a compactness result on B(K) which is due to 
Doughs [5]. In Section 3, we study the time independent equations 
u+/\F(Vu)-cAu=h, 
u + AF(Vu) = h. (6) 
The maximum principle stated in Section 3 is an n-dimensional analog 
to the one stated in [I]. In Section 4, we state needed results from the theory 
of nonlinear semigroups. In Sections 5 and 6, we construct semigroup 
generators using the results of Section 3. In Section 7, we investigate the 
relationship between the semigroup and (1). 
This paper is a portion of the author’s dissertation and has been 
written under the direction of his co-advisors, E. D. Conway and 
J. A. Goldstein. 
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It has come to the author’s attention that M. B. Tamburro, in his 1974 
UCLA Dissertation, has applied the Crandall-Liggett theorem to the 
Hamilton- Jacobi equation. In his interesting treatment, he obtained similar 
results using different arguments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES CONCERNING B(K) 
In this section we list notation and make some observations concerning 
the set B(K). The compactness result stated in Proposition 1 is important 
and will be used to obtain a solution to (6) and to verify that the semigroup 
satisfies (1). 
We begin by listing notation that will be used in this paper. Lp(R”) will 
denote the usual Banach space with norm 11 . lip. In particular, Lco(5!“) 
will denote the Banach space of all bounded measurable functions on Rn 
with norm 11 . Ilx). W,w(R~) will denote the subspace of Lm(Rn) consisting 
of all functions in Lm(Rn) whose distributional derivatives up to order p 
are in Lm(Rn). C(R’l) and C,“(R”) will denote, respectively, the continuous 
functions on lRn and the continuous functions with compact support in Rn 
whose derivatives of any order are continuous. The subspace of Lm(Rn) 
consisting of all bounded uniformly continuous functions on [w” will be 
denoted BUC(R”). For a function u, we denote by A,%, the second centered 
difference of u in the direction I: 
d,zu(x) = u(x + 1) - 24x) + u(x - I). 
We now make some observations concerning B(K). 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) B(K) is closed in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets of R” (u.o.c.). 
(ii) B(K) is convex. 
(iii) For every A,, > 0 and every q ELM, if u E B(K) and u + h,q E 
B(K), then for every 0 < A < A, , u + hq E B(K). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are routine and (iii) follows from (ii). 
We now state the compactness result on B(K) which is due to Douglis 
[.5, Theorem 2.31. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 9 be any injkite subset of B(K). Then there exist 
u E B(K) and {uj} C 9 such that uj + u U.O.C. in W and ujzi -+ u,, a.e. 
and thus, in L&$Rn). 
t 
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3. THE EQUATION u + @(Vu) = h 
For (6), we show existence for all X > 0 and uniqueness for h sufficiently 
small. Existence and uniqueness are within the set B(K). The regularized 
equation (5) is studied via a maximum principle. It will be shown that if 
the right hand side of (5) is in B(K), then the solution uE is in B(K). Thus, 
the compactness result of Section 2 can be used to deduce existence for (6). 
Solutions for the regularized equations are obtained by applying results 
from [lo]. 
We begin by proving a maximum principle (cf. [12]). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a = (aJ E (Lm(Rn))n and E > 0. If v E Cz(Rn) is bounded 
from above and 
Lv-v+a.Vv-eAv<O for x E IL!“, 
then a < 0 for x E R”. 
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that v(x”) > 0. Let 0 < 7 < v(x”) 
and K > 0 be constants, K to be chosen. Define 
u(x) = ((v(x”) - #)( %zl cash K(xi - G’,). 
Then 
Lw(x) = ((~(2’) - 7)/n) f [(l - EK2)cosh K(xi - x:)+Ku, sing K(xi-Q)]. 
i=l 
A calculation shows that it is possible to choose K > 0 small enough so 
that LW > 0 on W. Thus v - w cannot have a positive relative maximum. 
For if y is such that (v - w)(y) is a positive relative maximum, then 
V(v - w)(y) = 0 and A(v - w)(y) < 0. Thus, 0 > L(v - w)y > 
(v - w)(y) > 0. However, since (v - w)(x”) = 7 > 0 and since 
liml,l,, (v - W)(X) = --Co, (v - w must have a positive relative maximum. ) 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let FE C(W). Let u, v E C2(Rn) f? Wlm(Rn) satisfy 
u+M’(Vu)-cAu=h, 
v+W(Vv)-cAv=g for c>O, X>O. 
Then: (i) If h -g E L”(W), then jj u - v jlm < /I h -g &,, . 
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(ii) Suppose, further, that F is C2 and convex. If A,lh < K / 1 I2 for all 
1 E W, then A,lu < K 1 1 I2 for all 1 E R”. 
Before proving 3.2, we state and prove: 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) Let F E C(R?), F(0) = 0 and u as in 3.2. If h E Lm(W), 
then :I u llm < II h IL . 
(ii) Let FE C(W) and u us in Proposition 3.2. If h E L”(W) and fey 
aZ1 1 E W, 1 h(x + 1) - h(x)1 < K ( 1 1 for every x E W, then for all Z E R”, 
1 u(x + 1) - u(x)1 < K / Z 1 for every x E [Wm. 
(iii) Let F be convex, F(0) = 0 and FE C2(W). Let u be as in 3.2. If 
h E B(K), then u E B(K). 
Proof. (i) Note that zero is a solution and thus, by 3.2(i), the result 
follows. 
(ii) U(X) and u(x + 1) are two solutions. Thus, we have, 
I u(x + 4 - 4x)1 < II 4. + 4 - 4*)lim < II 4. + I) - h(.)llm < K l Z I. 
(iii) The result follows from 3.3(i), 3.3(ii), and 3.2(ii). 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. (i) Case 1. Assume FE C1(RG). Then we have 
h -g = u - v + X(F(Vu) - F(Vv)) - EA(U - v) 
= u - v + A+ * V(u - v) - EA(U - v), 
where & = $Fi(7 Vu + (I - T) Vv) dT is bounded as U, v E wrm(I@). We 
define Lq = q + h$ . Vq - E Aq. We note that L(&(u - v)) = &(h - g) 
by choice of 4. Furthermore, (-&(u - v) - (/ h -g llm) E C2(W) n W,m(W) 
and L(&(u - v) - // h - g II=) < 0. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 11 u - v /Im < 
Ilh -g//m. Case 2. Let F E C(EP). Let P > 0 be such that /I Vu (Im < P 
and I/ Vv Ilrn < P. Let Fz be a sequence of Cl functions such that 
I F’(q) -FM G l/l for every q with I q / < P. 
Then u + hFz(Vu) - E Au = h + h(Fz(Vu) - F(Vu)) and v + hFz(Vv) - 
c Av = g + X(Fz(Vv) - F(Vv)). Thus, by Case 1, I/ u - v IIa < 11 h -g llm + 
(2A/Z) and the result follows. 
(ii) Assume FE C2(Rn) and CijFij(0) t&j > 0 for every 8, 6 E Rn 
where Fii = FPiPl . We remark that this proof could be shortened by the 
use of derivatives if we assume more regularity on u. However, to avoid 
505/23/I-8 
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a later mollification argument that added assumptions on u would require, 
we choose to consider the second difference: 
d,~F(Vu(x)) = [F(Vu(x + 2)) - F(Vu(x))] - [F(Vu(x)) - F(Vu(x - Z))] 
- Fi(TVU(X) + (1 - 7) VU(X - Z))(u(x) - 24(x - Z))J f&r. 
(Let A denote 7 Vu(x + 1) + (1 - T) Vu(x) and B denote T Vu(x) + 
(1 - T) &4(X - z).) 
- Fi(B)(u(x) - U(X - &] dT. 
(Let C denote Ci jiF,(A)(d,z~),i &.) 
= C + 1 j' [FM - ~@)I(+) - 4~ - O)zd T i. 0 
. (u(x) - u(x - z))sc,} do dT 
= c + c j1 jkj(uA + (1 - ~)B)[T(‘~~~),~ 
ij 0 0 
+ (44 - 4~ - hJ4~) - 43 - UJ da dT 
= c + c j1 j’F,i(uk! + (1 - cr)B) T&(X) - U(X - & 
ij 0 0 
X (Li2zu))zj da dT + D 
(where 
D = c j1 jlF,bA + (1 - 4+(x) - u(x - Z))+i(u(x)- u(x- Z)),,du dT). ij 0 0 
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Rewriting C, we get 
== + . V(d,‘u) + D, where (b is bounded. 
Now we define La = ZI + $5 . Vv - E dv. Noting that A,% E C2(Rn) n 
lJ~r”(IP) and that 
L(d,k - K / 2 I”) = d,h + A$ . V(d,G4) - &l,q - K ! z/2 
< A,% + Xr,d . V(d,lu) - l d(d,~u) - K 1 I I2 + D. 
(\Ve note D >, 0 since F is convex.) 
= A,% + A(d2z(F(Vu))) - l d(d,~zl) - K 1 Z I2 
= A,Zh - K I z I2 < 0, 
we have, by Lemma 3.1, d,lu < K / Z 12. 
We now show existence for the regularized equation. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let FE Cl(iR~), F(0) = 0 and h be a Lipschitz con- 
tinuousfunction on W. Then there exists u E C2(W) n W,“(iXY) such that 
u + AF(Vu) - E Au = h. 
Proof. Case 1. F is bounded. Let B, , u a positive integer, denote the 
ball of radius (J in R”. We use the notation in [IO]. C2$Q) will denote the 
Banach space of all functions whose derivatives of order less than or equal 
to two are a-H6lder continuous in Q with norm ] . IBSor,o. We state the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let F E Cl(W) n L”(W) and h be a bounded Lipschitz continuous 
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function on LP. Then for my B, , u > 1, and for any 01 where 0 < (Y < 1, 
there exists ZP E C2~a(B,) such that 
u+hF(Vu)--Au=h in B,, 
u=o on aB,. 
Furthermore, (i) there exists C, = CJE, 11 h Ifrn , X jl F /lrn , 11 ZP &,,) such that 
11 VU" Ilm < C,for x E B,-, , and (ii) there exists C, = C,(C, , Ij u0 Iln , I h lu,1 , 
h IF lo.uq.J such that I u” l2,rr,i1,_~ G C2 . 
This lemma follows from [lo, Theorem 4.84, Theorem 4.3.1, Theorem 
4.6.31. (In 8.4, take Q, = B, and 
W(X) = - ( 
II h IL + X IIFII, 
2cn )C 
n s,2 
t > d(x) = -W(X).) 
i=l 
The verification of this lemma from the three theorems is routine. However, 
these theorems are some of the best known results from the theory of quasi- 
linear elliptic equations. Their proofs are difficult and technical. The reader 
is referred to [13, Theorem 2.11 for a similar argument using quasilinear 
parabolic theory. 
We now show 1) u”jl, < 1) h jlm for every o > 1 where the sup is taken 
over B, . Note that (+P - 11 h llm) = -11 h l/m < 0 on 3B, . Furthermore, 
since F(0) = 0, we have for some 0(x), 
(YAM’ - II h limo) + h VF(B) . V(~u” - Ii h llu) - l A(fuu - /I h !im) 
= th - II h IL, < 0 in B, . 
Thus j+= - 11 h /Im cannot have a positive maximum in B, . Thus +ZP - 
]/ h jlm < 0 and hence II uU I/‘L) < Ij h /I,, in B, . 
Thus, we now see that the constants C, , C, can be made independent 
of (T since (1 ZP jjm < (1 h I(- . Thus, for o0 > 2 fixed, we have, for all u > u,, , 
ZP E Pa(B,,J and the C2sa(B,0)-norm of ZP is bounded independently of u. 
Hence, using this result and a diagonalization argument, we have, by the 
compactness of each C2,d(B,o), that there exists u E C2(lP) satisfying 
u+hF(Vu)-cAu=h with IjuII, <ilhII,andllVuIk <Cl. 
Case 2. F not bounded. Let ,@ E C,~(lFP), fi = 1 for / p / < K + 1, 
/3 E 0 for / p 1 > K + 2 where K is the Lipschitz constant for h. Let 
P(p) = p(p) F( p). Applying Case 1 to p, there exists u E C2(Rn) n W,~(rW~) 
such that u + #(VU) - E Au = h. By 3.2(“) u , u is uniformly Lipschitz with 
constant K. Thus, (1 Vu Ilrn < K and, hence, I = F(Vu). 
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We have now shown existence for the regularized equation. Under the 
added assumption of convexity on F, we can now show existence for (6). 
It is important to note that the solution u is obtained as the limit of the 
solutions of the regularized equation. We now state and prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let FE C?(W), F(0) = 0 and F be convex. Then for 
every h E B(K) and h > 0, there exists u E B(K) such that 
u + AF(Vu) = h a.e. 
Furthermore, uF + u U.O.C. where uE is the solution to 
u+hF(Vu)--Au=h. 
Proof. For E > 0, let uE be the solution in C2(Rn) n Wim(Rn) to 
u + hF(Vu) - E Au = h. By 3.3(iii), h EB(K) implies uE~B(K). Choose a 
sequence, ci ---f 0. Then by Proposition 2.2, there exist u E B(K) and a 
subsequence, say ui, such that uj --f u u.o.c., and ui. -+ u xi a.e. and in 
L&,(W). To see that u satisfies the equation a.e., let Jo C,,m(Rn). Then 
= s f [uj + AF(Vuj)] - cj 1 uf Af. 
Noting that F(Vuj) -+ F(Vu) a.e. and F(Vu) is bounded, letting j --+ co, we 
have 
1 hf = /f(u +xF(Vu)) and thus h = u +AF(Vu) a.e. 
For small A, we have the following uniqueness result, which is sufficient 
to give the desired results in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let FE C2(iW) and F be convex. For h ELM,,,, 
there exists at most one u E B(K) such that u + hF(Vu) = h a.e. where 
0 < h ,< h, for h, > 0 such that (i) h,K supiplgKCj Fjj(p) < 3 and (ii) 
Al SUPI,ISK I WP)l < B * 
Proof. Let u, v E B(K) such that u + AF(Vu) = h and v + hF(Vv) = h 
for some A, 0 < h < A,. Let urn and vm be the mollified functions of u and v, 
respectively. (Take @ E C,~(R~), p 3 0, fi = 0 for 1 x [ > 1 and l p = 1. 
Define 
@‘W = J‘ B(Y) 4x - U/m)r) dr = mn s /+4x - Y>> 4~) 4.) 
R” iWn 
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We note that urn, ZP E B(K) for all m. Define 
q5im = llF,(V PT + (1 - r) VZP) d7 and q5” = (+i”). 
Check that XqP . V(P - P) = h(F(Vu”) - F(Vw”)). We claim: h div+m < +. 
We will show that div$” < Kstrp~.~s~C~F~~( p) and the result will follow 
by the choice of A,. Now 
div#” = ’ 
SC Fij(7 Vu” + (1 - T) V ZJ~)(TU&~ + (1 - T) z$&j> dT 
0 ij 
=s 
1 
I c 
?- Fd-1 uY&, 
0 ij 
+ (1 - 4 ;&A-) Cj.,l dT 
where (-) denotes 7 Vu” + (1 - 7) VP. Since urn is in B(K), we know 
that for every I E IF@ such that / 2 1 = 1, we have 
K 3 a2tP al2 = vp em. 1). 1 = c ~4g~,,l~l~. 
ii 
for / 4 1 = 1. 
Hence, U is a nonpositive matrix. Let M = (F,j(-))ii . By hypothesis, 
M is nonnegative. Hence, since both M and U are symmetric, the trace 
of MU is nonpositive. Thus, we have 
and the claim follows. Set h” = (urn - ZJ~) + X(F(VZP) -F(Vv”)) = 
(ZP - TP) + hqP * V(P - ~1”). Check that h” + 0 in &-.(5P) as m + CO. 
Let f(z) = e-@l/s. For 1 = 1,2,..., define 01~ as follows: 
I 
(ls2,2);(1,21) 
s < - l/Z 
q(s) = ISI <l/l 
s s > l/l. 
Then for 01~ we have 01r(s) + 1 s 1 a.e., al’(s) + sign,(s) a.e., and 1 ol,‘(s)l < 1. 
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Set 0 = urn - P and w = u - ZI. Multiplying h” by fol,‘(wm) we get 
folc’(w”) h” = fOlz’(Wrn) wm + fa!z’(w?n) A$” . vw*z 
= f&‘(Wfy wm +fAp Vrxz(w”). 
Thus, for R > 0, since 1 01~’ 1< 1 andf 3 0, we have 
-1 lXl4R {f%‘(Wrn) wm +f+” * v %(WV 
= 
s , ,<R w%'(w")f 2, 
(where 3B, denotes the boundary of the ball of radius t, vt is the appropriate 
normal and dS is surface measure) 
2 s , ,<R w’%‘(~~~)f- hKQ jaB If I ds 22, R 
(where Q = sup~~~~~ / VF( p)i). Since h div 4” < + we get 
Letting I-+ co and rearranging the terms, we have for C = AKQ, 
c jaB 
R 
If I dS + s, ,<Rf Ih"" I 
3c\ 
>9 ~2,~Rfl~~I-~Q./;2,sRl~“ll~fl Hj 
IXISR 
lw”hf-1vf1) 
(where we use the fact that XQ < 4). Letting m + 00 and substituting 
for f, we have 
e-IzlPdS > 3 
s ,~,sR 1 w I(edrl/2 - ) Ve+1/21) 
=a 
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We now note Sass e-lx1J2 dS = eeR12 SasR dS = C3e-R12R+1 -+ 0 as R -+ ~0. 
Thus, letting R -+ co, we have by Fatou’s lemma, 0 > JR,, j w / e-121/2. 
Hence, 1 w 1 = 0 a.e. and w 3 0. 
4. PRELIMINARIES CONCERNING SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we state a generation theorem due to Crandall and Liggett 
[4]. We also make an observation concerning criteria for accretiveness of an 
operator. We begin by stating some preliminary definitions. 
Let (X, /I 3 [I) be a Banach space and A be a (possibly multivalued) operator 
in X. A is said to be accretive if for A > 0, U, u E D(A), jI(u + hw) - 
(U + A.z)jl 2 11 u - ZI 11, where w E Au and x E Av. For h > 0, let J,, = 
(I + h/I-l, D, = D( Jn) = R(I + AA), and A, = h-l(I - JA). Set 9 = 
UK>0 r)O<A<x D, and define, if D(A) C 9, D(A) = {u E $9 ) lim,,, /I A,u 11 < co>. 
We note that u E 9 implies lim,,&, // A,+ I] exists but may be infinite. See 
[3, Lemma l(ii)]. 
If C C X, a contradiction semigroup on C is a function S on [0, co) such 
that S(t): C---f C for each t > 0 and satisfies 
S(T + t) = S(T) S(t) for t, 7 2 0, 
ljn&l S(t) x = S(0) x = x for XE C, 
I! s(t) x - WY II G I\ x -Y II for t>O and X,YEC. 
We now state the following Generation Theorem, which is a combined 
version of [4, Theorem I; 3, Corollary I]. 
GENERATION THEOREM. Let A be an accretive operator in a Banach space X -- 
such that for all su..ciently small h > 0, D(A) C R(I + AA). Then 
& (I + (t/n)A)-“x exists for t > 0, x E D(A). 
Moreover, if S(t)x is defined to be this limit, S is a semigroup of contractions 
on D(A). Furthermore, 
(i) If x E D(A), then S(t) x is Lipschitz continuous in t on compact 
subsets of [0, c0). 
-- 
(ii) For each E > 0 and x E D(A), the problem 
*‘@) - r” - ‘1 + &c(t) 3 0 fey t 3 0, 
v(t) = x f OY t<o 
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has a unique soZution u’(t) on [0, CO) and lim,,, u’(t) = S(t)z uniformly in t 
on compact subsets of [0, CO). 
The following proposition makes the observation that accretiveness of an 
operator depends only on small values of A. We state and prove: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be an operator in a Banach space X. If for every 
u, v E D(A), there exists a h,,, > 0 such that for 0 < h < &U , I](u + hw) - 
(v + Xz)ll > 11 u - v 11 for all w E Au and x E Av, then A is accretive. 
This proposition is an immediate consequence of the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let X be a Banach space and f, g E X. The following are 
equivalent: 
(ii) Thereexistsol,>OsuchthatI]fll~jlf+oigllforeveryO<ol~cr,. 
(iii) There exists 4 E $f such that (g, 4) 3 0 where (., .) is the pairing 
~f~~~~~*,~~~$q=~~~~*I~q,~~=/Iql12=I/~l12~f~~q~~. 
Proof. Kato states (i) is equivalent to (iii) in [6, Lemma 1.11. We simply 
make the observation that the proof given there shows (ii) implies (iii). 
5. THE OPERATOR A,, IN L”(W) 
In this section, we define an operator, A,, , whose domain will be a subset 
of B(K). We will show that this operator is accretive and that, for all h > 0, 
D(A,) C R(1+ AA,). These facts could allow us to apply the Generation 
Theorem to the closure of A, . However, we defer doing this until Section 6. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will assume that FE C2(Rn) is 
some fixed convex function with the normalization F(0) = 0. Since, 
ultimately, we are interested in the equation ut +F(Vu) = 0, there is no 
generality lost under this normalization. Simply consider the new unknown 
zz = u +F(O)t. 
We proceed by defining A, in Lm(W). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Define the operator A, in Lw(lW) by: D(A,) = 
{u E B(K) / there exists AU > 0 such that u + X,F(Vu) E B(K)} and for 
u E D(A,), A,u = F(Vu). 
We see that A,, is accretive by proving the following lemma and then 
applying Proposition 4.1. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let u, v E D(A,). Then there exists 01,, > 0 such that for 
0 < @L G 010, II u - v IIP < II u - v + @(Vu) -qVV))lI, . 
Proof. Let U, v E D(A,). Let 01~ = min(h, , A, , A,} where A, and A, are 
as in the definition of D(A,) and A, is as in Proposition 3.4. Let 0 < ai < 01~ . 
Since 01 < A, , by Lemma 2.2, u + #(Vu) E B(K). Similarly, v + olF(Vv) E 
B(K). Let h = u + &(Vu) and g = v + oJ7(Vv). By Proposition 3.3, there 
exist z& d, {Us}, and {vc}, all contained in B(K), such that 
(i) uE + oiF(Vu’) - edue = h, 
(ii) vs + &(Vvc) - E AZ+ = g, 
(iii) 24’ + u U.O.C., 
(iv) vUE ---f d u.o.c., 
(v) 1 + c&(E) = h, 
(vi) d + olF(Vd) = g. 
Since 01 < A, , by Proposition 3.4, 1 = u and d = v. Thus u” -+ u and 
vE --+ v U.O.C. Now, by Proposition 3.2, we know j/ u’ - zi’ [lm < /I h -g Ijrn . 
Thus, for every x E iw”, we have 
I U(X) - v(x)1 < I u(x) - U’(X)1 + II u’ - V” Ilm + I v’(x) - v(x)1 
< I u(x) - +)I + II h -g Ilm + I +) - v(x)I. 
Thus, letting E -+ 0, I U(X) - v(x)1 < jl h - g Ilm for every x E R”; i.e., 
II u - v Iloo < ll(u + qvu)) - (v + qvv))llm . 
From Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 4.1, we can assert: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. A, is accretive. 
We now turn our consideration toward the range criteria in the Generation 
Theorem with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For every h > 0, D(A,) C B(K) C R(I + XA,). 
Proof. Clearly D(A,) C B(K). Let h E B(K). By Proposition 3.3, there 
exists u E B(K) such that u + AF(Vu) = h. Since u + AF(Vu) = h E B(K), 
taking AU = A, u E D(A,). Hence, h E I?(1 + MO). 
6. THE OPERATOR A, IN La(W) 
In Section 5, we showed, for any K > 0, the existence of an accretive 
operator AoK in Lm(W). In this section we take the union of all such AoK 
and apply the Generation Theorem to the closure of this union. We show 
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that this operator generates a semigroup on the set of all bounded uniformly 
continuous functions on [w”, BUC(Rn). 
We begin by making the comment that if K < J, then D(AsK) C @A,$). 
We formally define A, in Lm(Rn): 
DEFINITION 6.1. Define A, in L”(R”) by D(A,) = uK>s D(.J&,~) and 
for u E D(A,), A,u = F(Vu). Let A be the closure of A, in Lm(Rn). 
THEOREM 6.2. A is an accretive operator in L”(R”). Furthermore, for -- 
X > 0, D(A) C R(I + U). H exe, A generates a semigroup of contractions on -- 
D(A) via the Generation Theorem. 
Proof. Since A is the closure of A, , it suffices to check A, is accretive. 
The fact that A, is accretive follows from Proposition 5.3 and the fact 
that A, is an extension of A, K for every K. From Proposition 5.4, it is im- 
mediate that for h > 0, D(A,) 6 R(I + AA,). We note that A closed and 
accretive implies R(I + hA) is closed. Thus we have 
D(A) = D(A,) C I?(1 + hA,) C R(I + M) = R(I + AA). 
The proof is complete. 
We now characterize D(A). We start by stating the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.3. C3(Rn) n W3m(Rn) C D(A,). 
Proof. If P is a common bound on the Lm-norms of u and its derivatives 
up to 3rd order, then it is easy to see that for some N > P, u and u + F(Vu) 
are in B(N). Thus u E D(AsN) _C D(A,). 
We remark that D(A,) C BUG’(W), w ic is closed in sup-norm. Hence, h’ h 
since C3(Rfi) n Wsm(Rn) is dense in BUG’(W) we conclude: 
-- 
PROPOSITION 6.4. D(A) = D(A,) = BUG’(W). 
7. THE SEMIGROUP AND THE EQUATION 
In this section, we study the semigroup associated with the operator A 
and show that it satisfies (1) almost everywhere when initial data are taken 
to be in some B(K). Set u(t, X) = s(t) V(X) where S(t): BUC(R”) -+ 
BUC(W) is the semigroup generated by A. We prove: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. (i) If v E B(K), then u(t, .) E B(K) for all t > 0. 
(ii) If v E UK B(K), then u is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T] x W for aZZ 
T > 0. (iii) If v E UKB(K), then ut + F(Vu) = 0 a.e. in [C, co) x R”. 
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Proof. Let v E B(K). Let u’(t) = (I + rA)-[t/+lv. Since v E B(K), by 
Proposition 4.2, there exists a solution 4 E B(K) n D(A,,K) such that 
(I + CF . V)q = v. A accretive implies that (I + &)-r is single valued and 
thus, (I + EA)-la - p E B(K). Inductively, (I + EA)-~v E B(K) for any 
positive integer m. Hence, u(t, .) = limCJ, u’(7) E B(K) as B(K) is closed 
under sup. 
(ii) Let v E UK B(K). Then there exists K such that v E B(K). By 
(i), u(t, .) E B(K) for all t > 0 and thus, is Lipschitz continuous on [w” 
for each t > 0. We claim that 2, E B(A) and thus u(t, X) is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous in t on compact subsets of [0, 00). We prove this claim as follows. 
Since v E B(K), by Proposition 5.4, there exists u E B(K) n D(AaK) ( =D(AaK)) 
such that u = JAv and u + xA,% = v. Thus 
A,v = h-l@ - JJv = (v - u)/X = A,,% = F(k). 
Hence, for all h > 0, 11 A,v Iii0 < sup~~l(~ 1 F( $)I and v E B(A). 
Let T > 0. Since u(t, x) is Lipschitz continuous for 0 < t < T and 
u(t, .) E B(K) for each t > 0, u(t, x) is Lipschitz continuous in [0, T] x [w” 
and thus differentiable a.e. 
(iii) Let v E B(K) and t > 0. We saw in (i) that u’(t) E D(AaK) for 
every E > 0. Thus, by 1.2, there exist 9 E B(K) and a subsequence ci + 0 
such that u”(t) - 4 U.O.C. in [w” and (~~$t))~, --t qej a.e. Since u(t, .) E B(K), 
uzj(t, .) exists a.e. Since limEJ, u’(t) = u(t, .), we have u(t, .) = 4 and 
(u(t, x))~., = qZj a.e. Since for every t > 0 and every compact Q C R”, 
j-0 WW>z, dx + Jo zj( , ) d u t x x, we have, by dominated convergence, 
s* [o Rxt, W@)Lj dt dx - s,, Tlxa uzj (t, 4 dt dx for all T > 0. 
Thus, for any compact Q _C [0, co) x R”, we have 
I 1 F(Vu’“(t)) - F(Vu(t, .)I dt dx D 
G ,“yJK I WP)I J I Vufi(t) - Vu(t, *)I dt dx + 0 as i--f co. 
P. 0 
From the Generation Theorem, 
u’(t) - :“” - 4 + &(q 3 0 for t > 0. 
Since u’(t) E D(A,,K) for t > 0, we have /b(t) = F(Vu<(t)). Thus, 
u’(t) - :“” - ‘1 +F(v~(t)) = 0 for all t > 0. 
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Let 4 E C,“((O, so) x KY’). Then 
/,$(u”@) - cr’” - ei’) +$F(Vu”(t))! dx dt 
L 
$w - ei ) 4 - C(t7 4 
l i 
) ++F(Vu”(t))/ dx dt. 
Thus, letting ci -+ 0, 
0 = jm j {u(-6) + MW dx dt 
0 OB* 
?) 
= 
SI Rn4(ut + FW)) dx dt. 0 
Thus, ut + F(Vu) = 0 a.e. 
We conclude by stating the results of Proposition 7.1 in the following 
form. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let F be convex and C2. For K > 0, if v E B(K), then 
there exists a unique solution u to the Cauchy Problem 
ut + F(k) = 0 a.e., 
u(0, x) = v(x), 
such that u(t, .) E B(K) for all t > 0. 
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